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Exper im en ta l Meth ods  

Aerolab Educational Wind Tunnel (EWT) is used to conduct experiments. The data acquisition software

(Aeroware) is able collect and plot a variety of data, including: pressure, velocity, time, and frequency.

There is also an integral multi-manometer with 24 vertical tubes for measuring pressure (Shown

below). A smooth aluminum cylinder model with 24 flush mounted and equispaced pressure taps

(connected to manometer tubes) around the circumference at the mid span is used to carry out the

experiments.
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At lower Reynolds number flow (subcritical Re ~ <

2x105), the laminar boundary layer flow separates

at around 80o from the front stagnation point,

creating a wide wake region, resulting in larger

drag.

At higher Re (Supercritical Re~ 3 - 5x105) the

boundary layer becomes turbulent and due to

higher energy it can follow the adverse pressure

gradient around the cylinder a little bit longer and

separates later (~ 120o) causing narrower wake

and less drag coefficient1.

Important Tunnel Specification:

Test section dimension 12 in x 12 in x 24 in

Airspeed Range 10 mph - 145+ mph 

(4 m/s - 65+ m/s)

Turbulence level < 0.2 %

Three sets of experiments were conducted:

•Smooth cylinder model at varying flow speed (or Re).

•Cylinder with 1 mm tripwires symmetrically placed at 52.5o from front stagnation point.

•Cylinder with only one 1 mm tripwire on one side at 52.5o from front stagnation point.

Where, Pi : pressure  at a pressure tap,  ρ: air density, 

The pressure coefficients are then integrated numerically over the cylinder circumference to compute

the resulting drag and lift coefficients (only pressure drag is computed as for bluff bodies at high

Reynolds number the skin friction drag is only ~ 5% of the total drag)

Where, ϴi is the angle of the (i)th

pressure port from the front stagnation

point and ∆ϴi is the spacing between

two pressure ports

Boundary layer tripping were attempted at a lower Re

value by using two symmetrically placed trip wires of

diameter 1 mm at 52.5o, and also using only one

tripwire (left side or right side) on side at the same

angle. Pressure measurements were carried out at

varying Re, and CD, CL values are obtained in the

same manner as described above.

Overall, the CD values are considerably lower (specially at higher values of Re) for cases with the

tripwires (symmetric or asymmetric) as compared to the no trip (smooth cylinder) case.

Boundary layer tripping and supercritical flow is induced for cases with tripwires, but only subcritical

flow is observed for the smooth cylinder .

At large enough Re (> 1.5x105), the symmetrical tripwire case shows back pressure of

approximately -1.2, and the separation points are almost symmetric at ~115o. In comparison, for one

trip case, the back pressure at similar Re values is lower (approximately -1.5), and the separation

point on the trip side is at ~115o, but the separation point on the no-trip side is at ~ 80o -90o

(asymmetric, and wider wake, compared to symmetric trips).

Lower back pressure and wider wake results in larger drag coefficient, CD for single-trip case (for Re

> 1.5x105), as compared to the symmetric-trip case.

In case of single-trip, asymmetry in separation point and resulting flow pattern creates considerably

higher (and non-zero) lift coefficient, CL (as high as 0.6-0.8). Refer to the figure for asymmetric trip

case flow pattern and pressure distribution in experimental methods section.
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Abst r act
Flow past a circular cylinder and the phenomenon of boundary layer transition has been investigated in a

subsonic wind tunnel using symmetrically and asymmetrically placed tripwires. A 100-mm-diameter

circular cylinder model was used to study the aerodynamic characteristics such as circumferential

pressure distribution, and resulting drag and lift coefficients for flows within a Reynolds number range of

~ 4x104 to ~2.1x105. The effect of two symmetrically placed, 1-mm-diameter tripwires versus a single

tripwire (placed on one side only) of same diameter has been studied. The results show that, at a large

enough Reynolds number (Re> 1.5x 105), the drag-coefficient for the single-trip case is higher than the

two-symmetrically-placed trip case. Also, a single tripwire causes significant asymmetry in the flow and

the resulting lift coefficient can be as large as ~0.8.

Symmetric tripwires

Pressure Cylinder:

Diameter 4 in (10.16 cm)

Height 1 ft (30.48 cm)

24 equispaced pressure taps along circumference 

Manometer:

24 tube

Range: 0- 14 in (0- 35 cm) of water column 

24 Water-tube Manometer Cylinder with tripwire

From manometer readings, the pressure coefficients, Cp around the cylinder is found  using: 

: Freestream pressure, : Freestream velocity

Smooth Cylinder (No trip)

Smooth Cylinder: the Cp distribution at different Re values are quite similar indicating subcritical

flow. The back pressure is found to be low (Cp ~ -2.0 to -1.6) and the separation point is close to the

shoulder of the cylinder (~ 90o). The flow on both sides remain more or less symmetric, resulting in

very little lift (low CL values). Resulting drag coefficient remains more or less constant at ~1.7. This

value is considerably higher than the value found in literature1, which could be attributed to the high

blockage ratio (d/h ~ 33%) of the tunnel by the cylinder model.
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Pressure 

Taps

Comparison of  flow around the cylinder with symmetric and asymmetric tripwire

Asymmetric tripwire (only on one side)


